
ASPRA Treasurer’s Report – June 2021 
 
 

At the AGM I reported that we’re using four linked bank accounts to help with budgeting and 
managing ASPRA’s finances:  

 a current account for regular spending and paying in of money 

 an account to hold money we’ve specifically committed to spend later this year 

 another account for project funds, beyond those already committed (this is also where we 
hold the balance we look after for the recreation ground garden club) 

 a reserve account, holding a contingency fund to underwrite big projects so that individuals 
don’t have to be personally liable for those commitments. 

 
So far this year we’ve paid a 50% deposit on the 2021 Christmas lights; the committed spend 
account currently contains the balance of that payment and the amount for this year’s hanging 
baskets (for which the invoice is imminent). 
 
By the AGM in late April a snapshot of the accounts showed an available operating balance of very 
nearly £5,000. At this point in the annual money-raising and spending cycle, the comparable 
snapshot looks very healthy since a significant amount of membership subscriptions and 
donations have come in (with thanks to everyone who contributed and collected those). 
 
In mid-June, ASPRA thus has nearly £6,600 in the current account plus over £2,500 in the project 
funds account, to cover our regular budgeted expenditure and any other projects.  
 
Separately, the garden club balance is currently over £1,100.  
 
Finally, I can also report good news from a more personal perspective. Our bank has demonstrated 
the robustness of its security arrangements… but recently accepted all the necessary paperwork, 
and so ASPRA once again has a treasurer with full access to the bank accounts. I’m very grateful to 
the existing signatories (Fred, Colin and especially Dave) for their help in passing all of the bank’s 
tests and keeping me informed in the meantime. 
 
 

Claire Brialey 
Treasurer 
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